Home Truths Sales and Lettings Monthly Newsletter
Featured Property of the Month

Glenways, Orrell
OIEO £600,000

With all the charm, space and elegance you
would expect from a first class holiday villa,
Glenways sits beautifully in its grounds, tucked
away at the end of a private road and
surrounded by trees and fields. Just off the
beaten track but still close to primary
transport routes this three bedroom true
bungalow is a fabulous family home.
Alarmed, CCTV, private and with country walks
literally outside the gate, town centre
amenities a short distance away and with over
2,700 square feet of accommodation this is a
wonderful place to live. Do give us a call to
arrange a viewing and make it yours. Council
tax E, EPC D, Freehold.

Chapel Lane, Coppull
Offers in Excess of £130,000

Southport Road, Leyland
Offers in Excess of £350,000

Pear Tree Road, Croston
Offers in Excess of £275,000

The Stables, Eccleston
Offers in Excess Of £275,000

High Street, Mawdesley
Offers in Excess of £495,000

The Green, Eccleston
Offers in Excess Of £210,000
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A little insight into this month's new listings...

Riversedge Road,
Leyland

The Fields,
Eccleston

Rectory Close,
Croston

Beautiful three bedroom
semi-detached which
has had no expense
spared and as the name
would suggest,
benefiting from having a
garden full of wildlife,
that leads down to the
banks of the river
Lostock..

Substantial semi
detached property on a
corner plot in a quiet cul
de sac within easy reach
of village amenities and
primary transport routes
and in the catchment
area for excellent
schools.

Fabulous three bedroom
semi detached property
with loft room, detached
garage and off road
parking, within walking
distance of excellent
schools, village
amenities and
countryside walks.
Available with no upward
chain.

Offers in Excess of
£285,000

£285,000

Offers in Excess of
£295,000

Carr Meadow,
Bamber Bridge
A beautifully presented and
extended four bedroom
detached property enjoying
an elevated position at the
end of a quiet cul de sac in a
popular residential area
close to excellent schools,
primary transport routes and
town centre amenities and
providing versatile
accomodation.

Offers in Excess of
£300,000

Home Truths would be delighted to help you sell your home! By
instructing us you will get a team that really does try harder. We
stick to our values of keeping it simple and making it easy. When it
comes to customer service, Home Truths simply can't be beaten.
We are fiercely proud of the reputation we have built in the local
area and the relationships we have built with our customers. Our
promise to you is that we will sell/rent your home at a price you are
happy with and within a timescale that works for you. We provide a
compelling combination of marketing services based upon first
class Presentation, Exposure and Service (PES), which we will
discuss with you to ensure that we have a bespoke marketing plan
for your property and provided to you as part of the competitive fee
also agreed at the time of instruction. Maximise the value of your
home in an optimum timeframe with exceptional service. Give us a call
on 01257 451673 to book a valuation today.
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A little insight into this month's new lettings listings...
Featured Property of the Month
Delightful, two bedroom detached property
on a quiet cul de sac location within easy
reach of the town centre, in the catchment
area for excellent schools and close to
primary transport links. Available to let from
1st July 2022.
In a great location and with plenty of space
inside and out this is a wonderful place to call
home.
The property requires a deposit of £1000,
including holding deposit of £200. Council Tax
Band C, EPC C

Ashfields, Leyland
MONTHLY RENTAL OF £900

Ashwood Court,
Chorley

£650 pcm

Bradley Lane,
Eccleston

£895pcm

Home Truths would be delighted to help you let your
property! By instructing us you will get a team that
really does try harder. We stick to our values of keeping
it simple and making it easy. When it comes to
customer service, Home Truths simply can't be beaten.
We are fiercely proud of the reputation we have built in
the local area and the relationships we have built with
our customers. Our promise to you is that we will
sell/rent your home at a price you are happy with and
within a timescale that works for you. At Home Truths
Sales and Lettings we don't just value your property, we
maximise the value of the property. We do this through
a combined strategy focused on the best Presentation,
maximising Exposure and offering exceptional Service. We
provide full property management services and will
make the process as smooth as we can. Give us a call
on 01257 451673 to book a valuation today.

Best Estate Agent Guide - Lettings Winner 2021
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The best ever Spring market is happening right now. With annual property price growth at a 17-year high, and a
record number of properties sold subject to contract within the first week of marketing, the housing market
continues to defy the odds. Nationwide report that, at 14.3%, annual price growth in the year to March is at its
strongest level since November 2004. With strong competition for available properties, many sales are subject
to ‘best and final offers’ and nearly 40% of properties are selling at or over asking price. (NAEA) Rightmove report
that there are more than twice as many buyers active in the UK property market as sellers and as a result 22%
of properties in the UK are finding a buyer within the first week of being marketed. The spring surge has
gathered momentum March and April have been strong months to sell with the next strongest month being
May. If you are thinking of moving, now really is the time to take the plunge and put your property on the market
with us, take advantage of this strong sellers’ market as now is a great time for you to find a buyer.

We're donating £10 per every completion to Derian
House Children's Hospice. Our target is £600 over the
next few months!

HOME TRUTHS ARE AN NAEA PROPERTYMARK AGENT!
By using an NAEA Propertymark estate agent you are guaranteed to be consulting with a
professional agent who can give you up-to-date advice and guidance. The first thing to do when
selecting your agent is to check they are part of a professional body such as the National
Association of Estate Agents. This means they are bound by a Code of Conduct and will be
qualified.

WHAT MAKES AN NAEA PROPERTYMARK
ESTATE AGENTS DIFFERENT?
INTEGRITY

COMPLIANCE

NAEA Propertymark
estate agents are
experienced and trained
professionals who abide
by a nationally recognised
Code of Practice.

Registered with HMRC to
ensure compliance with
money laundering
regulations.

PEACE OF MIND

COMPLAINTS
PROCEDURE

They hold all the correct
insurance and protection
Ruling on complaints
to give you peace of mind
through independent
through your move.
ombudsman services and
regulated by
Propertymark.

Call for more information us at
Eccleston: 01257 451673
Coppull: 01257 794 588
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